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About This Content

An iconic race from Master of Orion II has returned to conquer the stars!

The eldritch Trilarian join the original 10 races with their own emperors and advisors, new ship hulls and blueprints, and unique
perks and personalities. The whole galaxy welcomes their arrival, just in time to face the return of the nefarious Antarans.

In the depths of the other-worldly oceans of Trilar, the Trilarian Shoal is governed by the Stinger, half-dictator and half
messianic figure. His tentacled subjects worship old gods fashioned around folk tales and cryptic mythology, whose darker
undertones clash with their overall friendly disposition towards other races. They are generally willing to coexist with other
races and rarely seek out open conflict, but they are capable of quickly turning face when they believe it is the will of their

deities to do so.
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.2 GHz 

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia 240, ATI 4650, Intel Integrated HD 4000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 15 GB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum Video Memory: 512 MB

English,Russian,French,German,Czech,Japanese,Turkish,Polish,Korean
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master of orion trilarian shoal

I am recommending this game because I did enjoy playing it. Was it my favorite game ever? No but I still had fun. If you like
hogs then it works well and has good graphics. The story is pretty good, too. Now if you are impatient and poor this is not the
game for you. If you can afford to spend the money then you will be able to get all the achievements faster than I did (58 hours)
but I did accomplish that feat without spending any thing more than the .49 USD I paid when it was on sale. Now it was
originally a free to play game so it does have an energy bar but I got plenty of energizers to replenish that energy bar while
playing so that was good. Does it have a lot of grind? Of course, that is the nature of the beast but if you are patient and don't
mind sometimes having to wait for the energy bar to replenish (or have money to spend) then this could be a fun game for you,
too. Just don't pay full price.. This program (pro) is awesome i recomd this before this i was getting freezes in games now that
issue is gone. Okay it starts decently, clicks new game, ultimate lag in video and sound causeing game to crash. My computer
my be a little outdated but i get little to no lag on eso and bdo(unless im in a city, then its a disaster of lag). Even with oblivion
and skyrim(unless you download mods) their is a lacking of lag. Though Theif does give lag later on in the game, at least i can
play it.. For the price this game is amazing, works hand eye and timing all together. can be very challenging.. It's not terrible,
but... really not the best. Story feels really fragmented like it was cut down by half. Puzzles are all pretty easy, though I'll give it
that some at least are more creative than the standard fare.

Text has tons of misspellings. And the music during searches is absolutely obnoxious - it's a 30-second (at most) loop with
obvious cut off points. Really gets on the nerves!. Another competent hidden object game that is perfectly playable and easy to
recommend as long as your expectations aren't too high.

Overall the story is decent enough but fairly predictable and sparse, and fairly random/illogical at times - for example the way of
rescuing the clock hand from the fountain, or the way you use lightning and then immediately stand in the very recently
electrified puddle while the storm continues to do a hidden object scene, etc.

The English translation has a number of mistakes, but luckily nothing that really affects gameplay much (cigarette bud confused
me for a few seconds, and it took a while to get used to looking for a compass when asked for a divider, although I think in this
case it is technically the correct term for the tool, but rarely called by this name at least in British English outside of specialist
circles). The voice acting is fairly decent, although there isn't a whole lot of it - and mostly it is your protagonist narrating events
in cut scenes.

In terms of gameplay the point and click sections are all okay, if prone to fairly random events happening, the puzzles are all
okay but very easy, and the hidden object scenes are fine apart from the weird morphing thing where objects you need to collect
turn into something else you can't click on for a short while. This can attract your attention to the movement on screen (but 50%
of the time to something you can't collect) or make you think you have checked an area when you have actually missed it, I am
not sure this really adds anything, it just sort of randomizes how difficult scenes are a bit. The standard map with teleport and
pointers to where you can do stuff is included, which is always a plus especially in games where you jump around between
locations over and over as you do here.

The extra chapter in the collectors edition is pretty well done and atmospheric, although the puzzles are a bit repetitive (in the 7
or so rooms in it, you do the 7/5 capacity beaker thing you already did in the main game right at the end twice more for
example), and given the amount of running back to the first room that happens later on it is annoying the map teleport is turned
off for the bonus chapter.
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Like, it's a math game... It's not particularly bad, it's just not worth it. _/(o.O)\_. buggier then assassins creed unity. Really fun
and interesting mechanics. Can't say I have read it yet, but I was around at launch and bought it back then. This title attrcted me
and others for an English translation. Many of us posted this request. As of today they added it. So positive review due to dev's
listening to the customers request.. I find it difficult to not recommend a game that costs £1.43 and isn't utter trash, but still.

PROS:
-There are plenty of levels
-Reminds me of the good ol' days playing this game on a web browser in the mid 00's
-It's cheap as hell
-It's at least playable, for the most part

CONS:
-It is impossible to climb hills. I thought I was just being stupid or not knowing the controls, but no, it's impossible.
-Leading on from that, there's no way to see the controls. It's not exactly a difficult game to work out, but the option would be
nice. As would being able to reverse, instead of having to do a weird backwards wheelie
-Unless I'm missing something, the game seems to be locked into fullscreen, which I'm not big on
-Again, unless I'm missing something, the login/register part of the game to get user levels doesn't seem to be working. The box
to type in the username and password wouldn't let me type, and then I couldn't get off the page. I had to alt+f4 to get away from
it.

So really in conclusion, you may as well try it I guess. The levels that don't require an uphill climb are still fun to play, and once
they fix the problems with logging in there's going to be a hell of a lot to do.. I would have to say that after playing this game for
quite awhile it is pretty interesting and fun. I've seen only some of the story behind it; however it actually intrigues me when it
comes to the diary pages that are randomly scattered across the house. When it came to the overall controls especially on
keyboard, it was pretty simple. The only bad thing about it was how laggy it could get on the menus, but it could just be my
computer.

Now for the important part, the gameplay was quite fun (especially in the later bits of the game where you can triple jump and
etc...).It is like a rogue-dungeon crawler, but you progress with it trying to protect a bedroom base; however it starts off very
very slow paced (And the combat doesn't really change from spamming that primary weapon) . It's almost impossible not to hate
the game for a little while due to how grindy it can get and how weak you start off. Not to mention the need to gather blueprints
for weapons and important key factors that make youj survive the night. Even if it is a rogue like game, it takes quite an odd
approach to it by ending every night with a chance of you to lose some important materials quite often ( you can build your way
to defend the base and suc; however to a new player it's very difficult to build it and also want to upgrade your character, then
again, you lose random junk most of the time). Not only do you lose quite a bit of progress, it's very difficult to actually make
progress with how quickly the difficult ramps up the further you adventure

Annother thing to add is that the quests within the game are also super grindy that it takes multiple runs in order to complete
them most of the time ( but you do get quite a load of rewards for completing them, and half the time you will already have
completed them). As for the loot in the game, it's very minimum to blueprints ( minor accesories and etc.) and random materials
that only get sorted in a basic 6 slotted backpack....and half the time you can't take everything and it becomes a loot hoarding
adventure, meanwhile again your base is being ransacked anyways, nulifying your progress sometimes.

I can't say that this game is for everyone, it is very addictive and fun; however it is very grindy and slightly the same from what I
am seeing as the game progresses, the enemies are exactly the same ( not all the same, but may have the same attacks or features
to them and in the certain areas); yet they can harm you in sooo many ways that you can barely go into a fight without getting a
scratch since there is no exact dodge or block mechanic from what i have seen, but yeah, so far this game is slightly mehhhh.

Overall though.. I do love the game despite it's flaws and issues, but i do have to say that i don't really know whether to
recommend this game unless you really want to experience the story and a very grindy game that it offers. I won't say that you
shouldn't not want the game because overall it's fun!
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